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This paper extends the Morse index theory of C. C. Conley to semillows :: on a 
noncompact merit space A’. z is assumed to satisfy a hypothesis related to 
conditional u contraction. We collect background material. define quasi-index pairs 
and the Morse index of a compact. isolated invariant set K. and prove that the 
Morse index is a connected simple system. We study repeller-attractor pairs in El. 
define index triples, and prove their existence and several properties leading to the 
concepts of the connection index. the connection map and the splitting class. 
Finally. we consider paths (continuous families) of pairs (n. K) and stud! 
continuations of the Morse and the connection indices along such paths. The 
present paper is a sequel to the author’s previous work: On the homotopy index for 
infinite-dimensional semiflows (7’rans. Amer. 44arh. Sot. 269 (1982). 35 l-382). 
Since the publication of Waiewski’s paper [ 161. his now famous principle 
has had numerous applications to problems in differential equations. 
Moreover, the principle itself has undergone several modifications and 
extensions. 
It is easily noticed that Waiewski’s principle can be formulated for 
systems generating semiflows on an arbitrary topological space (cf. 12 I). 
From here we can proceed in at least two directions. 
Firstly, we may want to free ourselves from the requirement that the 
system in question generate a semiflow on a prescribed space. This is. for 
example. the case for retarded functional differential equations (RFDEs). 
i(f) =f(r, x,), X(f) E ‘!-jn, whose solution curves -r(t) do tzof generate a 
semiflow on lq” (they generate a semiflow on a function space C. but the 
geometry of C is far less known than that of the euclidean space ‘::‘I). 
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In order to generalize Waiewski’s principle to such systems. one has to 
redefine the concepts of egress and ingress points. In case of RFDEs one is 
naturally led to imposing Razumikhin type conditions on the mappingJ We 
thus arrive at a Razumikhin-type principle of Waiewski, which has been 
introduced in the author’s Ph. D. thesis [ 8 1 and in subsequent papers [ 9- 11 I. 
One can also proceed in a different direction by keeping the requirement 
that our system generate a semiflow and looking more closely at the 
situations in which Waiewski’s principle is used. This leads to notions of an 
isolated invariant set and an isolating block, introduced in [ 1, 3. 7) for (two- 
sided) flows on compact metric spaces. The theory presented in these papers 
has the advantage that it can be used in perturbation problems, whereas the 
original principle of Waiewski deals with only one fixed semiflow. 
The theory of isolating blocks was further developed by Conley [ 2 1 (and 
some of it also by Kurland 14-61) for semiflows on compact spaces. and the 
result is known as the Morse index theory. 
The effort of this author has been to make the theory of isolating blocks 
and the Morse index theory applicable to (one-sided) semiflows rr on (not 
necessarily compact) metric spaces A’. x is assumed to satisfy a hypothesis 
related to conditional u-contraction. Hence the results can be applied to 
RFDEs. to neutral equations and to certain classes of partial differential 
equations. 
In our previous paper 1 I2 I we extended the theory of isolating blocks and 
the so-called homotopy index to noncompact spaces. The purpose of the 
present paper is to give an extension of the Morse index theory to such 
spaces. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 we collect definitions and 
background material needed in the paper. Section 2 presents the definition 
and a basic result concerning the Morse index. In Section 3 we study 
repeller-attractor pairs relative to isolated invariant sets. We introduce the 
concept of index triples and prove their existence and basic properties in our 
noncompact case. Then, similarly to 15 1, we define a long coexact sequence 
and a splitting class associated with an index triple. Finally, in Section 4. we 
define continuations of the Morse index. and prove some of their properties. 
The presentation in Sections 2 and 3 follows in spirit Kurland’s papers 
[ 4, 5 1, while in Section 4 we propose a somewhat different (from 12. 6 1) and 
hopefully more direct approach avoiding the explicit use of local product 
semiflows. WC have also restricted the USC of the language of categories and 
functors to a minimum, so that the paper is available to readers with a very 
modest knowledge of algebraic topology. 
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1. NOTATION.PRELIMINARIES 
If X is a topological space, and A c X, then Cl A, Int A, i!A denote the 
closure, the interior, and the boundary of A (in X), respectively. If X is a 
metric space, then d(x,y) is the distance between x and y. K + (7 ) denote 
the set of nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) reals. 
By T* we denote the category of pointed spaces and continuous. base 
point preserving mappins, and HT* is the corresponding homotopy category. 
If (X. x,,), (Y, .v,,) are two pointed spaces, let [X, x0; *Y, I’,, ] be the set of all 
morphisms from (X.x,) to (Y,.v,) in HT*. If J (X,x”) -+ (Y,.v,,) is a 
morphism in T*, then we denote by ]f ] its homotopy class in HT*. Hence 
ISI E 1x.x o; Y,yo ] . Assume that (W, MT(,) is another oointed space. Then f 
induces a mapping f*: ]Y,v,; W.x,,)+ 1X,x,; W,w,,I, byf*(]g])=goJ 
Let c,,: (X, x,,) + (Y,v,,) be the constant map equal to ~‘~~.J‘is called essenrial, 
if VI # hl. 
A sequence 
. . . + (A’, a;,) r, (A” ‘, a;’ ‘) -x(p,ay)+... 
of morphisms in T* is called coexact, if for every pointed space (W. w,), and 
every i, im(f’+ I)* = ker(f’)*. 
Here im(J’“)* = (f” ‘)* (]A” ‘, ai’ *; W, w,,]), and ker(J’)* is the set 
of all PE [A” ‘, ah’ ‘; W, wo] such that (f’)* (/I) = ]c(,], where c, is the 
constant morphism. 
Unless otherwise specified, X is a fixed metric space. 
Let Y be a topological space and A, B be subsets of Y, B n A closed in A. 
If A f7 B # 0, then A/B is defined to be the quotient space obtained from A 
by identifying all points of A n B with each other. If A n B = 0. take p to be 
any point 66 A, give ( p} the discrete topology and A U ( p} the sum topology 
and set A/B = (A U { p})/( pt. 
If x E A, the class of x in A/B is denoted by Ix]. A/B is in a natural way a 
pointed space with [A n BJ or (p} as its base pont (as the case may be). We 
will always denote the base point by ]Z3 ]. 
If C, D are subsets of Y with Cn D closed in D, and if A\B c C and 
A n B n Cc D, then there is a (not necessarily continuous) mapping 
j: A/B + C/D defined as j(z) = Ix], if z = Ix], x E A\B, and j(z) = IDJ 
otherwise. j is called inclusion induced. An inclusion induced map j is called 
admissible, if j is continuous and Cl (A\B) n B n C c D. Note: It is proved 
in 14, Proposition 2.101 that an inclusion induced map j is continuous if 
CI(A\B) n A c C. A subset /i of a topological space A is called contractible 
in itself if there is a continuous map: H: /i x 10, 1 ] + /i such that H,, =-I!, 
and H, is a constant map. (f,i denotes the identity map on .?.) If n IS 
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contractible in itself then the projection induced map (i X A)/(1 X B) + A/B 
is a homotopy equivalence. If (X, x,,) is a pointed space, then C*(X) is the 
space U X W(iOl x X)U U x ~x,l)h w h ere I = 10, 11. C*(X) is called the 
cone of X. Define S(X) = (I X Y)/(((O} X X)U (f X Ix,}) X ( 1 } X X)). Via 
the embedding x+ [Ix). X can be viewed as a subspace of C*(X) and there 
is a canonical homeomorphism 
(: c*(x)/x -3 S(X). 
If (Y, yO) is another pointed space and f: (X, x0) + (Y, y,,) is a morphism in 
T*. then there is a unique morphism S(f): S(X) -+ S(Y) in T* such that 
W-)(l~~ xl> = l.M-W N ow, suppose in addition that X is a subspace of Y, 
x0 =JJ~. By YUC*(X) we denote the space obtained from the discrete union 
of Y and C*(X) (endowed with the sum topology) by identifying 
Il. .v] E C*(X) with x E Y for all ,Y E X. 
The pair (X, n) is called a local semljlow (on X), if the following 
properties are satisfied: 
1. X is a topological space, n: D -+ X is a continuous mapping, D 
being an open subset of ? + X X. (We write s-7rf for n(f. x).) 
2. For every x E X there is an w,. 0 < o, < co. such that (1. .u) E L) if 
and only if 0 < f < cc),. 
3. x7rO = x for x E X. 
4. If (f. x) E D and (s, .unf) E D. then (f + s. .u) E D and xn(t + s) = 
(xnr) ns. 
Let (X. n) be a local semiflow. Let x E X, and u: I + X be a mapping, 
where I = [a. 01. -m < a < 0. or I = (a, 01, -cry <a < 0. u is called a left 
solufion through x if a(0) = .y and for all f E 1. s E 1( - for which t + s < 0. it 
follows that s < o,(,, and a(t) ns = u(r + s). 
If u is a left solution through x, then extend u to IV IO. or) by setting 
u(f) = .yrf for t E 10. 0,). The extended u is called a so&ion fhrough .Y (or 
by abuse of terminology, an orbit through x), 
If Y is a subset of X. then set 
A ’ (Y) = {.u E XlxnlO, w,~) c Y}, 
A (Y) = (x E X(there is a left solution u through x. defined on :! . such 
that CJI!J 1 c YI. 
Y is called positively incarianf iff Y = A +(Y). 
Y is called negaficely invariant iff Y = A - (Y). 
Y is called incarianf iff Y is both positively and negatively invariant. 
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Let B c Y. B is called positively int’ariant relative to Y, or Y-posilice!l. 
incariant, if .Y E B. I < w, and xnj0, I) c Y implies xn[O. 11 c B. 
If N is a closed subset of X such that the largest invariant set K in N is 
disjoint from the boundary of N (i.e.. KC-I i,N = a), then N is called an 
isolating neighborhood (of K). If. on he other hand. K is a closed invariant 
set and there is a neighborhood 0’ of K such that K is the largest invariant 
set in ti, then K is called an isolaled invariant ser. 
Let {n,} be a sequence of local semiflows on X. and let 71 be a local 
semiflow on X. The pair ((n,}. n) is said to satisfy the continuity properly. if 
for every choice of {x, 1, .Y in X and (I,,}. I in ” ’ for which x,, + .r. t,, + I. 
I < w,. it follows that t,, < w,, for all n sufkiently large, and x, n,,~,, + .~rr[. 
If N is a closed subset of X, then (II,,} is called N-admissible if for every 
choice of (x,} in X and /I,,} in ;+ ’ for which .~,,71,/0. r,,] c N and I,, + co. it 
follows that the sequence (.r,, r,, [,,I is precompact. 
If r,, G n and (n,} is N-admissible. then n is called N-admissible (cf. 
Hypothesis (H2) in [ 12)). 
Let N c X. Suppose that whenever x E N is such that CC), < co. there is a 
I ( w, such that .Y~I 65 N. Then we say that 7r does not explode in N (cf. 
Hypothesis (H3) in 1121.) 
If 71 is N-admissible and 71 does not explode in N, we say that 71 is strongly 
N-admissible. 
Let N,. Nz, N be subsets of X, Nz c N. For I > 0, define 
Ni = (s E XI there is a ~7 E X, 0 < I < w, such that 
Nz ’ = Ni ‘(N) = (x E X/there is a I’, 0 < 1’ < I, such that I’ C. w,, 
.unlO, 1’1 c N and .YA~’ E Nzl. 
Denote by s,’ the following function: s,:, : N + JI’ - U /CO }, 
s,;~(X)=sup(f~O~t <o,,xnlO,tJcN}. 
Let rr be a local semiflow on the metric space X. Let K be an isolated 
invariant set for n, and let N be an isolating neighborhood of K. 
An ordered pair of sets (N,, N,) is called an index pair in N if 
(1) N,. N, are closed subsets of N, and N,. Nz are N-positively 
invariant. 
(2) K c Int(N,\N,). 
(3) If x E N, and t > 0, I < wx, xnt @ N, then there exists a I’ < I such 
that .mlO, (‘1 c N, and xzt’ E N,. 
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2. THE MORSE INDEX 
Throughout this section, n is a fixed local semiflow on X. 
The Morse index of a pair (n, K), where K is a compact isolated n- 
invariant set. is essentially the collection of all index spaces N,/N, (where 
(N,. N,) is an index pair in N and N is an isolating neighborhood of K) 
together with all the maps considered in the lemmas of Section 4 in ( 12). A 
technical difficulty arises due to the fact that if (N,, N:) is an index pair in 
:V. this is. in general, no longer true for (Ni. Nz) or (Cl Ni. Nz). Hence in 
order to define the Morse index precisely, we have to modify the concept 01 
index pairs. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be an isolated n-invariant set and N an isolating 
neighborhood of K. An ordered pair (N,, Nz) of subsets of N is called a 
quasi-index pair in N, if there is a set fi, such that 
(1) (E,. Nz) is an index pair in N. ,q, 3 .N,\N:. and for some s > 0. 
!q CI N, . 
(2) Either N, is positively invariant relative to N or else there exists a 
closed set M,, positively invariant relative to N/N,, and a t >, 0. such that 
!q, 2 IM,\N~ and N, = M’, . 
Remarks. (1) If (N,, N?) is a quasi-index pair in N. then for every s, 
f > 0. both (N:, N,) and ((Cl(N”,))‘. Nz) are quasi-index pairs in N. 
Moreover, N, is positively invariant relative to x\N2. 
The proofs of these assertions are left to the reader. 
(2) In Section 4. I of 141 a notion of (nonisolating) index pairs on 
compact spaces is introduced to remedy the difficulties mentioned in the 
beginning of this section concerning (N;, Nz), where (N,. Nz) is an 
(isolating) index pair. Unfortunately, this notion from 141 cannot be used in 
our context. since on noncompact spaces X. N”, is not closed, in general. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (N,, Nz> he a quasi index pair in N. Lel MT c N be 
closed and positioely invariant relarice lo N. M, 3 N,. For s 2 0 let 
q: N, + .N,/M?, q’: N, + N,/N2 ‘. q” : N; + Ni/Nz be [he quotient maps, and 
p. p’ and p” be the base points of N,IM?. N,/N; and Ni/N2, respecticely. 
Define 
H’ : N,/M, x 10, 1 1 + N,/M,, 
H”(z, a) = q(xnas), lfx E N, , q(x) = I and 
xn[O,asInN,=PI, 
P. otherwise. 
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g”(z) = q”(.YnS), ~j-xE N,,q’(x)=zand 
xn[O,s]nN,=0, 
I, =p t otherwise. 
S” :N,IN, --) N,IN,, 
f’=H;. 
Then HS, g” and f” are continuous, base point presercing mappings. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 in [ 121, and we leave it to the 
reader to fill in the details. 
It is immediate from Lemma 2. I that f’ and g’ are homotopy 
equivalences, the homotopy inverses provided by the corresponding 
(admissible) inclusion induced maps. 
We are now in a position to define the Morse index of an isolated 
invariant set. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let K be a compact, isolated n-invariant set, and 
. I =. I ‘(x, K) be the set of all isolating neighborhoods N of K, such that n is 
strongly N-admissible. Assume that. $ ‘f 0. 
Let 7 = 7 ‘(n, K) be the smallest subcategory of T* such that 
(I) For every NE. I and every quasi-index pair (N,, Nz) in N, 
N,IN, is an object of 7 ‘. 
(2) If N, NE. r and (N,, N,) and (N,, 3,) are quasi-index pairs in 
N and $. resp. such that N,\N, c N, and (N, u CI(N,\N,)) f7 N2 n 1, c N2 
then the (admissible) inclusion induced map i :N,/N? -+ N,/N2 is a 
morphism of ?’ ‘. Moreover, if s > 0 and gs is defined as in Lemma 2.1. then 
g’ is a morphism of 7 ‘. 
Now the Morse index I(n, K) is the category defined as follows: 
(1) The class of objects of I(n. K) is equal to the class of objects of 
7 ‘, i.e., the class of all sets N,/N,, where (N,, NY,) is a quasi-index pair in 
N, for some NE I V. 
(2) The morphisms in I(n, K) are the homotopy classes IS] in HT* of 
morphisms f from 7 ‘. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (cf. 141). A small catagory +Y is called a connected 
simple sysfem (c.s.s.) if for all pairs (A, B) of objects in P, the set hom(A, B) 
of morphisms from A to B contains exactly one element. This element is then 
necessarily an isomorphism. 
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THEOREM 2.1. I(n, K) is a connected simple system. 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 generalizes Theorem 5.1 in 121, the correct proof 
of which was first given in [4]. See also [ 1, 7, 171. The rest of this section 
will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
We shall first prove the following result, which extends Proposition 3.5 in 
141. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. of N EJ”, (N,, N,) is a quasi-index pair in N and 
J N,fN, -+ N,/N, is a morphism in 7-, then f is homotopic in T* to the 
identity map lN,,N,. 
Proof. By Definition 2.2, we can assume that there are numbers ti > 0, 
sets Mi E c I‘, quasi-index pairs (M,,, , M,,*) in Mi, and mappings jO, ji, gi, 
i = I,..., n such that 
(1) gi==gs, where g” is defined as in Lemma 2.1 (with s = ri and 
(N, , N2) = (Mi,, , Mi,2) in that definition). 
(2) j, and ji are admissible inclusion induced mappings. 
(3) f =j, 0 g, 0 ... ojl 0 g, 0 j,. 
These conditions imply that gi :Mi,r/M<:+ My,,/Mi,z, N,\N, c M,,, , 
W, U CW,\Nd) n N, n Ml.1 c ML?, MY,,\Mi.z c M~+I,I~ 
(Mit, u Cl(M:t1\Mi,2)) n Mi,* n Mi+ 1,, c ML::l;;, i = l,..., n, where 
(M,, I,,, M,:;:;) = (N, 7 N,)- 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M, II? E, 4 ., and let (M,, M,) and (fi,, fi,) be two 
quasi-index pairs in M and a, respectively. Assume that M,\M, c h;i, and 
(M, u Cl(M,\M,)) n M, n li;i, c M,. 
Then 
(1) For every s>O 
(M,\M,) n (fi,\ti,) n M;’ c ti;“. 
(2) For some T> 0 
A.(M,) := (xJxn[O, Tj c M,) cfi,\ti,. 
Proof: (1) Suppose that for some s > 0 and x E X 
x E (M,\M,) C-I (ti,\fi,) n M;“n (X\fi;S). 
Since M, is positively invariant relative to X\M, (see the remark after 
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Definition 2.1), it follows that xx[O, s] cfi,\fi,. Let t, = sup(t)xn[O, t] f’ 
M, = a}. Then t, > 0 and I, < s. Also, xz[O, t,) c M,\M,. Hence 
x~t,, E CI(M,\M,) n ii, 1’7 M, c ii?, , 
a contradiction which proves (1). 
(2) Let s = sup(s,$(x)~x E M,}, 
s= sup(s,&(x)lx E MJ. 
Since 71 is strongly M- and G-admissible, it follows that s + S < co. Let 
6 > 0 and T > s + S+ 26. Choose x E A,-(M,) arbitrarily. Then 
xn[ 0, T] c M, ; hence xx[O, T - s - S] c M,\M, c &?, , and this in turn 
implies that 
xn[O,(T-s-6)-s-6]citi,\M,. 
Hence x E ~@,\a,. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a T > 0 such that for ever-v k = l,..., n + 1 
Here, Cp= , := 0. 
ProoJ We shall show that for every k = l,..., n + 1, there is a Tkr such 
that 
(1) 
Inclusion (1) is true for k = 1, by Lemma 2.2. Suppose that (1) holds for all 
1 < k < m. In particular, for some T,,, 
Hence 
(Arm(N,) R(z,’ Ii)) ‘1’3 t/tll nMf?l.2 =0’ 
Since M,,, is positively invariant relative to x\M,,2, it follows that 
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By Lemma 2.2, there is a T’ > T,,, such that 
Let Tm+l= 2T’. We will show that 
and this will prove the lemma. In fact, let x E ArmL,(N,) z(Cy=, ti). Then 
there is a y E kTm+,(N,) such that yrc(C~=, ti) =x. Let s E [0, T’]. Then 
(ym) n[O. Tml cyn[O, 2T’] c N,. Henceyzs EAr,,(N,), i.e., 
This implies that xrr[O, T’] c Mk,,, i.e., x E AT,(M’,m..). 
LEMMA 2.4. For i = l,..., n + 1, let pi be the base point of Mi. ,/M;;ii and 
qi : Mi,, --f Mi.,/Ml;~~ the quotient map. (Remember that (M,,+ ,,, , M;>,+.j) = 
(N,, N,).) Let f= Cy=., ti. 
Then whenever y E N, (3 N,‘. 
s,:,Lk+,Wl =VW? 
Proof: Letf,=j,og,o...oj,og,oj,,k=l,..., n.LetyEN,nNN,‘.If 
An+ ,(Y> = P,+, then 
s,:,(fqn+,(4’))=N,nN,, if N,nN,#0, 
=0 otherwise. 
Hence q;: , (fq,+ I(~j)} c N, f’ N, c N, n NT’ in this case. Now assume that 
fS,+,(Y)#P,+ I. Then for every k= l,..., n,f,q,+,(y)#p,+,. Hence 
.fkqn+l(Y)=qk, 1 for k = l,..., n. 
By our assumption, y 6?~ Nz; hence y E (N,\N,)n N;’ and y 6Z M;;:l. 
Lemma 2.2 implies 
Y E (M,.,\M:‘.J n W.:~)-i. 
Hence ynt, E (M:l, ,\M, , J n M,: . 
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For induction assume that 
Since .Lgn+I(Y)#Pk+l~ it follows that yn(CF=, ti) E Mk+ ,,,\M;:k,t;. 
Hence Lemma 2.2 again implies 
hence 
This proves the lemma by induction. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f i be defined as in Lemma 2.1 (with s = I in that 
lemma). 
Then there is an r > l such that f ‘q, + ,( y) # fq, + ,( y) implies 
Proof: Let T>, i be as in Lemma 2.3. Set r = T. Either 
f’,+l(y)=q,,,(.w~ or.k+,(y)=pn+,. Also, eitherfiq,+,(y)=qn+,(y7Ci) 
W%,+I(Y) =Pn+ ,. 
Hence there are two possibilities: 
First assume 
Since N, is positively invariant relative to x\N*, it follows that N,\N,’ c 
A,(N,). Since fq,,, ,(y) ff’q,, 1( y), it follows that y E N,\N,. Since 
.k+I(Y)=Pn+l9 it follows from Lemma 2.3 that y E N,\A,(N,). Hence 
yENInN;‘, and yrfEN,nN;'. Since s,T+‘ILfiq,+I(~)T fq,,,(~)lc 
( ynf) U (N, CI N,) c N, CI NT’, and the conclusion follows. 
Now assume that 
fin+,(Y)fPn+, =I%I+,(Y). 
Hence y E N, n N;‘; hence by Lemma 2.4, 
Now the conclusion follows again and the Lemma is proved. 
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Using Lemma 2.5 we can now complete the proof of Proposition 2.1 
exactly as that of Proposition 3.5 in 141. We repeat the argument for 
completeness. 
Let p: N,IN, + N,/N;’ and e: N;/N? -+ N,fN? be the inclusion induced 
mappings. Lemma 2.5 implies that 
pq’=p”J 
We write f - g if f is homotopic to g (in r*). 
It follows that 
f = I,,: ,v2 of-f r of= (e 0 g’ 0 PI 0.f = (e 0 8’) 0 @ of) 
=(eog’)“@~f~)_(e.g’op).f~=f~.f’-I,.,,,l. 
The proposition is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let NE (n, K), and let (N, , N,) be a quasi-index pair in N. 
Choose a corresponding index pair (I?, , N!) as in DeJnition 2. I. Assume 
that N, is positively invariant relative to N. 
If M E. 1 ‘(n, K) and M c Int fi,, then there is r,! > 0. such that for all 
r > rO, (N: I? M, N, r n M) is a quasi-index pair in N. 
Proof. Choose open sets U. V such that 
Kcr VcCl VcUcCIUcMclnt.6,. 
As NE. I ‘(n, K), there is an r’ such that c’/Nz r c V. Now let s, be such 
that N:ll c N;‘. This is possible by Definition 2.1. Finally, let W be an open 
set, K c W c V. such that whenever x E W, then xn[O. s,, 1 c V. W exists 
since N E I ‘(71, K). 
Define 
N;=MnCl(?IEXlthereissE WandtEF?’ suchthat 
xnl0, t] c Int N, and xnt =y\. 
We show that (N;, N; r’ f? M) is an index pair in M: Obviously N; and 
N; r’ n M are closed and N, ” fl M is positively invariant relative to M. Let 
x E N;, s > 0 such that xnl0, s] c M c Int N,. Then there are X, E W, 
t tt E ,+ ’ such that x,n[O, tn] c Int N and x,,rrr, + I’. Hence for n large 
enough, x”z[O, t, + s] c Int N’. This proves that Ni is positively invariant 
relative to M. Furthermore. 
K c w\(Nz ” fl M) c Int(N;\(N; r’ n M)). 
Now let x E Ni and t’ > 0 be such that xnt’ 6.6 M. Let t,, = s;,(x). Then 
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xrr1,, E ijMn Ni. Suppose xnt, & N;“. There are x, E W, I, 2 0, such that 
x,,rr[O, t,,] c Int fi,, and .~,rf,+xnt~. By our choice of V, it follows that for 
n large enough, x,rr[, & Cl V. By the choice of W. f,, > s,,; hence the 
definition of NI implies that ~,nt, E @;I’ c N{‘; hence for n large enough, 
.Y, nt,, E N:‘\N;” c V, a contradiction. 
Hence. indeed, (Ni, A’;” n M) is an index pair in M. 
It follows that for any r > r’, (N;, Nz-‘f M) is an index pair in M. 
Choose r. > r’ so large that @p\Nz rfl c W. Then for r > r,,, N;\N; r c NI. 
and N;,,,+ r’CMn,(j;“‘r~ ‘&,,f(-,N;. 
This proves that (Ni f-l M, N, r n M) is a quasi-index pair in M. 
We are now able to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Let A, B be any objects of the category f(n. K). We wil: show that the set 
hom(A, B) is a singleton. We will prove below that hom(A. B) # 0. 
Accepting this we immediately conclude from Proposition 2.1 that 
hom(A. B) contains exactly one element. 
There are sets N. NE. / ‘. and quasi-index pairs (N,, Nz) and (3,. N,j in 
N and N. respectively, such that A = I,/&, . B = N,/N2. Choose index pairs 
(N’, . N,) and (I?,. 3,) corresponding to (N, , Nyz) and (IT,, .v,). respectively. 
via Defcition 2.1. Let I be such that fl: c N, .= Let ME. I . 
M=CI Int(.V,n N). By Lemma 2.6, there is r > 0 such that N’;\.@, ’ c M and 
(N; n M, N- r n M) is a quasi-index pair in M. Hence. by Proposition 2.10 
in (4 1 there is a continuous. hence admissible. inclusion induced mapping 
e: g-:/N; ’ + M,/M?, where (M,. M,) = (/-‘;f? M. :vz ‘n M). Now it is 
easily proved that there are r’. s > 0. r’ < s. such that 
Hence, again by Proposition 2.10 in 14 1 there is an admissible inclusion 
induced mapping j: M;‘/M; )” --, fi,/N2 ‘. 
Consider the following sequence of morphisms in 7 (n. K): 
In this sequence, all maps a,, i = l...., 8, are admissible inclusion induced 
maps. and all b,, k = I . . . . . 4, are maps of the type g’ defined in Lemma 2.1. 
Let f be the composition of all the maps in the sequence. Hence 
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f: N,/Nz + N,/N, and f in a morphism in 7 ‘(n, K). Therefore the homotopy 
class [J] off(in HT*) is a morphism in I(n, K), i.e., horn@, B) # 0, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. THE CONNECTION INDEX 
The Morse index 1(x, K) introduced in Section 2 captures the invariant set 
K as a whole, that is, I(n, K), as such, does not provide any information 
about subsets of K. Now given an invariant set K we are naturally interested 
in the existence of attractors, repellers. homo- and heteroclinic orbits in K. 
To somehow get hold of these ingredients of K, Conley 121 proposed the 
concept of an index triple for semiflows on compact spaces. Given K and a 
repeller-attractor pair (A *, A) in K, an index triple is a construction 
providing a link between K and the pair (A *, A). Index triples can be used to 
prove ecistence or non-existence of orbits connecting A* with A. 
It is the purpose of this section to introduce index triples and prove their 
existence and basic properties in our “noncompact” case. 
For (two-sided) flows on K, the definitions of an attractor and a repeller 
are given in [ 2 1. Repellers are just attractors for the reversed flow and 
therefore there is a natural duality between attractors and repellers. For (one- 
sided) semiflows on K, as in our case, this is no longer true, since there does 
not exist a reversed semiflow. However, one can at least give the definition of 
a repeller dual to an attractor. That this is an appropriate definition with 
respect to index triples follows from the remark after Definition 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S be a compact. n-invariant set (not necessarily 
isolated). Assume that for every .Y E S, w,~ = co, i.e., xnr is defined for every 
I > 0. 
A set A c S is called an atfractor (in S) if there is a set UC S, U open in 
S, A c I/ and 
w(U) := (-) CI(Un[f. co)) = A. 
, -* 0 
Let A*={xESIw(x)nA=0}. 
Then A* is called the repeller dual to A. 
A repeller-attractor pair in S (R-A pair in S) is a pair (A *, A), where A 
is an attractor in S, and A* is the repeller dual to A. 
An orbit u: R + K through a point x E K\(A * U A) is called a heteroclinic 
orbit (from A* to A). 
We shall now study some properties of R-A pairs. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (A *, A) be an R-A pair in S. If B is closed and disjoint 
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from A, then for every c > 0 there is a 1, = to(s) such that for all z E S and 
all t > t,, tfz7rt E B, then d(z, A*) < E. 
Proof If the lemma is not true, then there is E > 0 and sequences z,, E S, 
t, + co such that z, nt, E B and d(z,, A *) 2 E. We can assume that 
z, nt, --t x,) E B and z, + z0 E S. Hence z0 672 A *, and, by Definition 3.1, this 
implies that z,nt E U for some t > 0. Since U is open in S, z, nt E U for all 
large n. Since x0 = lim, .~ (z,nt) n(r,, - t), it follows that x0 E 0, ,,, 
CI(Un[s, co)) = A. This implies x,, E A n B = 0, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If B is as above and B 2 A *, then 
A* = n Cl(Bnkmo, -tl)= n Bn.,(-oo, -tI. 
I z 0 , >I) 
Here, Bn,s(-co, -11 = {x E SI there is an s > t, such that xns E B}. 
Proof By Lemma 3.1, A* 3 n,,, CI(Bn,$(-co, -II). Let x E A * and 
t > 0. Since x7rt E A* c B, it follows that x E Bn,s(--m. -t I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be an isolated n-invariant set and fl E. I ‘(a K), i.e., 
l? is an isolating neighborhood of K such that n is strongly I?-admissible. 
Let A c K be an attractor in K. Suppose that we have sets U. 0. V, N, . 
N, such that U, 0 and V are open, A c V c N, . 
KcUcCIU=Ncocfi, 
and (N,, N,) is an index pair in N. 
Define 
N; = N;(V) = N n Cl ( y E XI there is an x E V and a t >, 0, such that 
xn[O, t] c 0 and x7rt = y}. 
Then N; is positively invariant relative to N. 
Let K, be the largest n-invariant set in N;. 
ThenAcK,cKandforsome V,A*rIN;=QIandK,=A. 
Proof It is immediate that N; is closed and positively invariant relative 
to N. Obviously A c K, c K. Let z E K,\A. Let u: E? -+ K, be a left 
solution through z. Let o,* = ( yI there is a sequence t, + co, a(-t,) -.v\. 
Lemma 3. I implies that o,* c A *. Since K, is closed, w,* c A * n Kz. 
Hence A * n Ni = 0 implies K, = A. 
Assume that A * n N; # 0, no matter how we choose V. Let 
V, = B( I/n, A) n Int N, . where 
B(a, C) = (x E Xld(x, C) < a}. 
Then there are .v, E NS( V,,)n A*. Hence there are x, E V,, t, >, 0 such that 
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.u,n[O, fnl c 0 and d(x,nr,,y,) < l/n. We can assume w.1.o.g. that 
X, -+ x0 E A, J, +y, C A*. Hence X, nt,, +y,, and this obviously implies that 
I,+ m. 
Choose E > 0 so that Cl B(E, A)n Cl B(E, A*) = 0. 
Let 
s, = inf(s >Old(x,,ns. A*) < E}. 
s, is defined for all large n. 
S” -+ co: In fact, if this is not true, then w.1.o.g. s, -+ s < co; hence x, rrs, + 
x,,rrs E A and d(x,ns,, A *) = c, a contradiction to our choice of E. 
Hence we can assume w.1.o.g. that x, XS,, -+ z,, E A - (fl). 
1” - s, --+ 03: In fact, otherwise w.1.o.g. I, -s, -+ f < co, and for all 
s E 10, l), (x,xs,,) rr((f,, - s,) - s) -, z,n(t - s). Hence z,n(O. f 1 c #. and 
z,) nt = y. E A *. Hence z0 E K, z,, zf E A * which implies z,, E A*. On the 
other hand, d(z,, A *) = c, a contradiction. 
Hence f, - s, -+ 03, and therefore z0 E K. By Lemma 3.1, there is I,, > 0 
such that whenever z E K and zrrf,, = zO, then d(z, A*) < c/2. W.1.o.g. 
x, n(s - t,) + z E K; hence znt, = z0 and it follows for large n, 
d(x, $s,, - t,), A *) ,< c/2 which contradicts the definition of s,. The lemma 
is proved. 
DEFINITION 3.2 (cf. Definition 2.5 in 15 I). Let K be an isolated n- 
invariant set and let N E. r ‘(n, K). Suppose (A *. A) is an R-A pair in K. An 
ordered triple (N, , N,, N3) of subsets of N, positively invariant relative to N. 
is called an index triple in N for (A*. A), relatice to K. if the following 
properties hold: 
(1) (N, , N,) is an index pair (for K) inN. 
(2) N, is an isolating neighborhood of A, and (Nz. N, n N,) is an 
index pair (for A) in h’,. 
(3) For every open set U, if A c U n N c Nz, then VU is an isolating 
neighborhood of A*. and (N,\U. (N, U N,)\U) is an index pair (for A*) in 
WV. 
Remark. The properties (1). (2), (3) of an index triple in N for (A *, A) 
relative to K already imply that (A *, A) is an R-A pair in K. More 
precisely, if N E. f ‘(n, K) and if N, , N,, N, are closed subsets of N. 
positively invariant relative to N such that 
(1) (N,. NJ) is an index pair in N: 
(2) There are invariant sets B, , Bl c K such that 
(2.1) N, E. I ‘(n, BJ, and (N,, Nz n N,) is an index pair in Nz. 
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(2.2) For some open U, B,cUnNcN,, N,\iJE.r‘(n,B,), and 
P’,\U> W, u N,)\U) is an index pair in N,\U. 
Then (B,, B,) is an R-A pair in K. 
The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.4 in [ 5 1 and is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be an isolated n-invariant set and let N, 
m E j ‘(n, K). 
If N c Int N aand(A *, A) is an R-A pair in K, then there exists an index 
triple in N for (A *, A), relative to K. 
ProoJ By Theorem 3.1 in [ 12 1, there is an index pair (N,, N,) in N. 
Choose V open, A c Vc N, so that if N;(V) and K, are defined as in 
Lemma 3.2, then K, = A. 
Let N, = N;(V)n N, , We shall prove that (N,, N,, N,) is an index triple 
in N for (A*, A). 
By the definition of N,, N, is an isolating neighborhood of A. Obviously 
N, n N, is positively invariant relative to N,. 
Also, A c V\N, c Int(N,\N,). 
Let x E N, and x?rt 6? N,. Let t’ = s,~~(x). Then t’ < t, xnt’ E N, c N and 
for every E > 0, xn[O, t’ + cl &N,. Since N, is positively invariant relative to 
N. xn[O, t’ + c 1 d N for every E > 0. Hence xnt’ E N,. 
This proves that (N,, N, n N,) is an index pair (for A) in N,. 
Let U be any open set such that A c U f7 N c N,. We shall prove that 
N\U is an isolating neighborhood of A *. Let K, be the largest n-invariant set 
in N\U. By Lemma 3.2, A * f7 N, = 0; hence A * c N\U which implies that 
A”cK,. Moreover, A * c K c Int(N,\N,); hence A * c Int(N,\N,)\N, c 
N\U, and it only remains to prove that A * = K,. If not, there is x E K,\A *, 
w(x)cAnK,. It follows that 0f A nK, cA n(IV\U) =a a con- 
tradiction. 
It is immediate that both N,\U and (N? U N3)\U are both closed and 
positively invariant relative to WV. 
Also. A * = WN,\N,)\N, = (N,\N,)\N, = (N,\U)\((N2 U N3)\u). 
Let .Y E N,\U and x7rt @ N\U. Let t’ = s,:,, (x). Hence t’ < 1. 
lo Case. for every c > 0, xn[O, I’ + cl & N. Then xrr[O. 1’1 c N,\U and 
xnt’ E N, ; hence xnt’ E (Nz U N,)\U. 
2O Case. For some E > 0, ~~10, I’ + E] c N. Then xnr’ E N, : in fact 
XXI’ 6S N, implies that for some c’, 0 < c’ < E: .YX[~‘, I’ + ~‘1 n N, = 0; 
hence xnl0, t’ + E’ 1 c N\U. which contradicts the definition of t’. Hence 
.un[O. I’ I c N,\U and xnt’ E (N, U N,)\U. 
This shows that (N,\U, (N, u N,)\U) is an index pair (for A *) in N, 
relative to K, and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remarks. (1) An index triple (N,, N,, N3) is called nested, if 
N, 2 N, IJ N,. If (N, , N,, N,) is any index triple in N for (A *, A), relative 
to K. then 
(N;, N;, N;):=(N,,N,n(N,uN,),N,nN?) 
is a nested index triple in N (and in N,) for (A*, A), relative to K. 
In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, all index triples will be assumed 
nested, N = N, , and N, E. r’-(n, K). Hence we shall omit any mention of N. 
Also. when writing N,: ,‘, i = 1, 2, 3, we mean N,:’ = N; ‘(N, ), where N,: ‘( N, ) 
is defined in Section I (with N and N, being replaced by N, arid Ni, respec- 
tively). 
(2) Let (N, , N,, N,) and (M, , M,, M,) be two index triples for (A *, 
A), relative to K, and let U, V be open sets such that A c Un N, c N,, 
A c Vn M, c M,. Let a, resp. /? be the homotopy classes (in HT*) of the 
inclusion induced homeomorphisms N,\U/N,\U +’ N,/N2 and 
M,\V/M,\V+‘M,/M,, and let h,. : N,\U/N,\U+ M,\V/M,\V be the 
unique morphism in I(n, A *). Let h,;. = /3 0 h,. 0 a--‘. Then it is easily 
proved that hl,. is independent of U and V. hi. : N,/N2 + M,/Mz will be 
called the unique morphism (from N,/N? to M,/M,) induced by I(n. A “). 
(3) Let (N,, N,, N,) be an index triple for (A*. A), relative to K. Let 
I: N,/N, + N,IN, and p: N,/N, -+ N,/N, be the inclusion induced mappings. 
Then r(N,/N,) is closed in N,/N, and I is a homeomorphism of N,/N, onto 
l(N2/N3). Hence we will identify N?/N, with /(N,/N,) and write N,/N? c 
N,/N,. Keeping this in mind, denote by p. the quotient map 
~0: N,IN, u C*(NJNj) --* (N,IN, u C*(N,/N,))/C*(N,/NJ 
Then p,, is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: For the compact case, this assertion is just Lemma 3.4 in [ 5 1. To 
adapt the proof from 15 ] to our case, note that compactness is used in that 
proof in two steps: 
(3.1) To show that N,/NJ is a normal space, 
(3.2) To show that whenever (M,, M,) is an index pair in M,, then, 
for some t > 0. Mi’ is an M,-neighborhood of M,. 
(3. I) is easily seen to hold in our case. 
To prove (3.2) let (M,, M,) be an index pair in M,, M, E. I .(n, K). Let 
s = sup{s;,(x)lx E M,}. Since z is strongly M,-admissible, s < 00. Hence 
M, c W = (x E Xlthere is a t < 2s such that xzf is defined and xnf 6 M,}. 
W is open. Moreover. Wn M, c M; “. since (M, . M,) is an index pair in 
M,. This proves (3.2). 
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Now proceed as in [5] to prove the assertion, Q. E. D. Let p; ’ E T* be a 
homotopy inverse of pO. Define c: N,/N3 -+ S(N,/N,) to be the composite of 
the following maps: 
N,/Nz (11, WJN,YW,lNd -% WI/N, U C*W,IN,))/C*(N,INd 
3 N,/N3 U C*(N,/N,) 2 W,/N, U C*(N,INJY(N,lN,) 
Here a, and a, are trivially induced canonical homeomorphisms, a, is the 
homeomorphism defined in Proposition 2.38 of [ 15 ], a, =p; ‘, a4 is the 
quotient map, and u6 is the map l from Section 1. c is called a connection 
map. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (N, , N,, N3) be a nested index triple for (A*, A), 
relative to K. The long sequence 
N,IN, L N,/N, -5 N,IN, -L WJN,) 
3 S(N,/N,) =! S(N,/N,) 2 S’(N,/N,)... 
is coexuct. 
Furthermore, this sequence is natural with respect to Z(n, K), Z(?r, A) and 
the class of morphisms hi, induced by Z(lr, A*). Zn other words, if 
(%,, f12, I?‘3) is another (nested) index triple for (A”, A) relative to K, then 
there is a homotopy commutative ladder 
There h, and h, are the unique morphisms in Z(n, A) and Z(rr, K), and hi. is 
the unique morphism induced by Z(n, A*). 
Hence, if some connection map is essential, then every connection map is 
essential. 
Finally, if some connection map is essential, then K #A* U A. 
Proof: This is just Theorem 3.2 and its Corollary 3.3 of 151. Their 
algebraic proofs in [5] do not explicitly use any compactness assumptions; 
hence they are valid in our case. 
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Remark. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that given (A *, A) in K, there 
exists a category J(n, K; A *,A) whose objects are the long coexact 
sequences and whose morphisms are the homotopy commutative ladders in 
Theorem 3.1. J(z, K; A *, A) is called the connection index of (A*, A) in K. 
It is immediate that J(n, K; A*, A) is a connected simple system. 
We shall now define the concept of a splitting class. We need the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (N,, N,, N,) be a nested index triple for (A*, A), 
relative to K. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) K=A*UA. 
(b) For every open set U such A c U n N, c N, , there exists a T > 0 
such that for all t > T 
Cl((N,\U)‘) n (N,\U) c N;‘. 
(c) There is an open set U and a T > 0 such that A c Uf’I N, c N, 
and for every t > T 
W,\U)’ n W,\u) c N; ‘. 
Proof: (a) * (b): Suppose there is an open U, A c UCI N, c N,, 
sequences x, E X, t, + co such that 
x, E Cl(N,\U)‘“n (N,\U) n (x\N,‘n). 
Since 71 is strongly N,-admissible, we can w.1.o.g. assume that 
x, +x E A-(N,\U). Since X, E XI\NTtfl, and (N,, N,) is an index pair in N, 
(for K), x E K. Hence x E A* U A, but since A c U, x E A*. But then 
x 6Z N,\U, a contradiction. 
(b) =X (c) is obvious, since N, isolates A. 
(c) * (a): Suppose that K # A* U A. Let x,, E K\(A* U A), and let 
u: R + K be an orbit through x,, . By Lemma 3.1 there is a smallest t, E R 
such that u(t,,) E N,. Then for all t < t,, u(t) E N,\U, hence for every t > 0, 
o(t,,) E (NI\U)’ n (N,\U) n (x\N;‘), a contradiction. 
The lemma is proved. 
Now suppose (c) of Lemma 3.3 holds. Then there is an inclusion induced, 
continuous mapping (N,\U)‘/(N,\U) --tk N,/N;‘. Let P~,~ be the composite 
of the following sequence: 
N,IN, a W,\U)IW,\U) -+ (N,\WWz\W’ *
W,\U)‘I@‘z\U) -AN,~~v;~_I~~,N;/N~~AJ~/N,. 
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Here, u,, a,, a3 are inclusion induced, and 6,, 6, are of the type g’, 
defined in Lemma 2.1. 
Let lu be the homotopy class of P,.~, ,U = [p,,,J. By using Lemma 3.1 as 
well the proofs of Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 in [ 5 I, it is easily shown that p is 
independent of the choice of f, and U. 
Moreover, p is natural with respect to J(n, K; A *, A). In other words. if 
(M, , M,, M,) is another index triple for (A *. A) relative to K. then there is a 
homotopy commutative diagram 
N, IN, 2 N,IN, 
‘5 
1 1 
h, 
M, IM, -!=!+ M,/M, . 
Here p(N) and ,u(M) are the maps p defined relative to (N, . N,, N,) and 
(M, , M,, M3), respectively, h, is the unique morphism in I(n, K), and h,‘,. is 
the unique morphism induced by I@ A*). 
The mapping p defined by (N, , N,, N,) is called the splitting class of 
W, 3 N, 1 N,). 
4. CONTINUATION OF THE INDICES ALONG PATHS 
Let ,i = ((n, K)I n is a local semiflow on X and K is an isolated z- 
invariant set such that . I ‘(n, K) #0}. (For the symbol I ‘(n, K) see 
Definition 2.2.) 
In this section we shall consider perturbations of pairs (n, K) in i and 
study the effect of these perturbations upon 1(n, K) and J(?r, K; A*. A). In 
particular, we shall define morphisms F from one Morse index to another, 
along paths in .7. 
In the usual approach on compact spaces (see 12,6 I), one first defines 
local product flows @ and then introduces a sheaf topology on @. 
In this paper we propose a somewhat different and more direct approach. 
Although we do not impose any topology on .?, we still define what it 
means for a mapping a: ,4 -+ .Y to be .Y’-continuous. This definition avoids 
the use of the sheaf topology, which in the present, noncompact case would 
be even more complicated, and less satisfactory, than in the case of 
semiflows on compact spaces. 
Having the concept of .7’-continuity at our disposal, we can readily define 
the mappings F from one Morse index to another, along .V’-continuous paths 
CI: IO, 11 + .‘r’. A crucial tool for this definition is a perturbation result from 
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the author’s previous work (Theorem 3.2 in 1121) which we slightly 
generalize here. 
Once the mapping F has properly been defined, one can easily prove the 
important theorems of Kurland and Montgomery (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). 
Although Kurland’s original proofs in [6] are given for the compact case, his 
proofs are purely algebraic and use only properties of F which are also 
satisfied in the present, more general case. For the reader’s convenience we 
briefly re-prove these theorems here, without (explicitly) using the language 
of categories and functors which often discourages the less algebraically 
minded reader. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let /i be a metric space and a: /i -+ ,M be a mapping. 
Since for A E A, a@) = (a(n), K(k)), we write a,(L) = a(i), a,(A) = K(L). 
Let lo E/i. We say that a is .Y:-continuous at A,, if for every isolating 
neighborhood fi of a,(&) (relative to al(&)) there is an isolating 
neighborhood N of az(&) (relative to a,(&)), N c #, and a neighborhood W 
of 1, in /i such the following properties hold: 
(1) For every A E W, N is an isolating neighborhood of a,(L), relative 
to a,(A), and al(L) is strongly N-admissible, 
(2) For every sequence A,, E W converging to A,, (aI( is N- 
admissible, and ({a,(L,)}, a,(&)) satisfies the continuity property. 
We say that a is .‘Y’-continuous if a is .5’-continuous at A,, for every 
&E/l. 
Remark. 1. If ,4 ’ is another metric space, and ,!I: /i ’ -+ /i is a mapping 
continuous at &, /3(ni) = &, , and a: /i + 9 is Y-continuous at A,, then 
a 0 /3 is ,i/‘-continuous at 1;. The trivial proof is omitted. 
2. Let a: A --+ .4p be ,M-continuous and /ic A’ c A. If B is any subset 
of /i’ x X, then we define B(2) = B n (2 x X). If I= (A), let B, be the 
projection of B({L}) onto the second factor, i.e., B, = (x1(& x) E B}. 
3. If rr is a local semiflow on /1’ X X such that (1) X X is n-positively 
invariant for every 1 E/i’, and D is its domain of definition, then O(/?) is 
open in A x X and n(J), by definition the restriction of n to D(A), is a local 
semiflow on /i X X. Now let D(a) = ((t, A, x) E IR’ x A X Xj(t, x) is in the 
domain of definition of a,(n)}. 
For (t, A, x) E D(a), define (2, x) z(a) t = (A, xa,(l) t). 
Using Definition 4.1, it is easily proved that D(a) is open in ,4 x X and 
n(a) is a local semiflow on /i X X. According to our notation, we shall write 
D(a)(J) for D(a) n (/I x X), and n(a)(J) is the restriction of n(a) to 
Wa)(4. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a: A -+ <Y, a’: A --f .Y and a”: A -+ 9 be three .Y- 
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continuous maps (possibly a’ = a, a”@) = (a,(A), 0)), such that for every 
/z E A, a,(l) = al(A) = a:‘(A) and (a;(A), a;(l)) is a repeller-attractor pair in 
a,(A), relative to a, (A). 
Define for /1’ c A : 
K(J) = K(a)(J) = U (A) X a,(A), A(.?)= U {A} X a#), 
AEX neK 
A*(i) = U {A} x a;‘(A). 
nEx 
Then for every compact 2 CA, K(/?) is an isolated (in i? x X) n(a)(z)- 
invariant set admitting an isolating neighborhood N,- (in 2 X X) such that 
n(a)(s) is strongly N,--admissible. 
Moreover (A *@), A@)) is a repeller-attractor pair in K(z) (relative to 
44(4>. 
Now let x, A ’ be compact, 2 c A ’ c A. Let N, N, , N, , N, be subsets of 
A’ XX. Then 
(1) If x(a)(A’) is strongly N-admissible, then z(a)@) is strongly 
N(J)-admissible. 
(2) If N is an isolating neighborhood of K(A ‘), then N(/i) is an 
isolating neighborhood of K(J). If (N,, N,) is an index pair (resp. a quasi- 
index pair) (for K(A’)) in N (relative to z(a)@‘)), then (N,(J)‘), N,(x)) is an 
index pair (resp. a quasi-index pair) (for K(J)) in N(J) (relative to ?r(a)(J)), 
Furthermore, if (N,, N,) and (M,, M,) are two quasi-index pairs for 
K(A ‘) in N and M, respectively, then for every morphismf: N,/N, -+ M,/M, 
in ?’ ‘(z(a)@‘), K(A’)) (cf. Definition 2.2), there is a morphism Ji : N,(x)/ 
N,(x) + M, (,$/&2,(/i”) in 7 ‘(z(a)(J), K(J)) such that the following diagram 
commutes (in T*): 
The vertical arrows represent inclusion induced maps. 
(3) If (N, , N,, N3) is a nested index triple for (A *(A ‘), A(A ‘)) relative 
to K(A’) (with respect to n(a)@‘)), then (N,(z), N,(x), N,(J)) is a nested 
index triple for (A *(/1’), A(J)), relative to K(J) (with respect to n(a)(J)). 
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Moreover, there exists a homotopy commutative ladder 
Jwww) --f wmm + ww*(4 -+ w,Gwwm -+ 
i 
hl 
I 
h, 
I’ 
“7 
I 
S(h,) 
N,IN, -+ N,IN, -+ NIIN, -+ V*INJ + 7 
where the horizontal top and bottom sequences are just the long coexact 
sequences from Theorem 3.2 for (N,(x), N,(J), N3(/i)) and (N,, N,, N,), 
resp., and hi, h,, h[, are inclusion induced mappings. 
Finally, assume K(,4’) = A *(/1’) UA(A’). 
Then K(J) = A *(x) U A(J), and there exists a homotopy commutative 
diagram 
N,IN, J!+ N,IN, 3 
where pu,- and p are the splitting classes defined relative to (N,(x), N,(J), 
N,(&) and (N,, N,, NJ, respectively, and the vertical arromws represent 
inclusion induced maps. 
Proof: It is clear that X(/i) is n(a)(x)-invariant. We show that K(z) is 
closed in 2 x X. In fact, from Definition 4.1 and from compactness of 1 it 
follows that there are sets Wj, Vi, Nj, si, i = l,..., m, such that 
(a) Wi and Vi are open in 2, UyZ I Wi = x-, Cl,r( Wi) c Vi, Ni, fli are 
closed in X, Ni c Int fii. 
(p) For every ,I. E Vi, Ni is an isolating neighborhood of uz(A) (with 
respect to a,(L)), such that a,(L) is strongly N,-admissible. 
Assume (A,,, xn) E K(l), (A,, x,) + (J., x) E /i x X. Since 
K(;i) c il, (Cl Wi x Ni), 
i=l 
it follows for some i that 
(A, x) E Cl Wi X Ni c Vi x Int Gi. 
Hence for some n, and all rt > n,, 
(A,, x,) E Y, X Int Gi. 
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Hence there are solutions 0”: R + a,(&) through x, such that a,@?) c Nj. 
Definition 4.1 then clearly implies that a solution 0: R -+ Ni through x can be 
constructed. This implies that (A, x) E K(J); hence K(z) is closed. 
Moreover, Nx := (Jy!, (Cl Wj x Ni) clearly is an isolating neighborhood of 
K(x) and an easy argument shows that r(a)(A) is strongly :,--admissible. 
To prove that (A *(/1”), ,4(/i)) is a repeller-attractor pair in K(d) it is enough 
to show that A@) is an attractor, since the rest is obvious. 
By Definition 4.1, there are open sets Wi ~2, q c/?, U; c X and Ui c X 
i = l,..., n, such that 
(a) ui wi=;i, Cl uincl u;=0, Cl wit w;. 
@I) For every 1 E Wi, Cl Ui is an isolating neighborhood of a;(n) 
(relative to a,(A)) and Cl Vi is an isolating neighborhood of a;(n) (relative 
to %(A))* 
Let B = (Ui(Cl Wi x Cl U,)) f? K(z). 
B is a neighborhood of A(/i”) in K(l). We show that 
A(J) = o(B) = n Cl(Brc(a)(J)lt, co)). 
t>o 
Let (A, x) E w(B). Then there are (A,,, x,,) E B, t, + co, such that 
(A,, , ~,a,(&,) tn) + (A, x). Taking, if necessary, a subsequence, we can assume 
w.1.o.g. that for some i and all n, (1,) x,,) E (Cl Wi x Cl Vi) fJ K(J). Hence 
J E Cl Wi, i.e., A E Wi. Hence for n large enough, Cl Vi is an isolating 
neighborhood of a;@) (relative to a,@)). Now a solution u: R + Cl (Ii 
(relative to a,(A)) such that o(O) =x is easily constructed by the diagonal 
procedure. This implies that x is in the maximal a,(k)-invariant set included 
in Cl Ui, i.e., x E $(A), i.e., (1, x) E A(J). This proves w(B) CA(~). 
If (1, x) E ,4(/i), then, for some i, (A, x) E W; X Cl Ui. Hence, 
a;(A) c Cl Ui, and hence obviously (A, x) E w(B). 
Hence, indeed, (A *(J), A (4)) is a repeller-attractor pair in K(Z). 
The tedious, but straightforward check of (1) (2) and (3) is left to the 
reader. The existence of the commutative diagram in (2) follows by decom- 
posing f into admissible inclusion induced maps and maps of the form g” 
defined in Lemma 2.1, and by constructing the diagram for these elementary 
mps. Also, the commutativity of the infinite ladder and of the diagram in (3) 
follows from the “naturality” of the construction of the long coexact 
sequence in Theorem 3.2 (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2 in IS]), and the 
“naturality” of the construction of the splitting class (cf. Section 3). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let g, E’ be two nonempty subcategories of HT* 
which are connected simple systems. Let A and A’ be objects in E and g’, 
respectively, and let 4: A + A’ be a morphism in HT*. 
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Set F = F(4) = {/?’ 0 d 0 p]p and p’ are morphisms in V and %Y’ respec- 
tively, and the composite p’ 0 4 0 P is defined in HT*}. 
Then F(g) is called the morphism Vrom $9 to V’) induced by (6. A set F is, 
called a morphism from g to 5Y’ (we write F: 5?? -+ g’) if there is 4 as above, 
such that F is the morphism from %Y to 55” induced by 4. 
Remarks. (1) Let F: g -+ %‘I. If A, A’ are any two objects in @ and e’, 
respectively, then there is exctly one morphism v: A --t A’ in HT* such that 
WE F. Conversely, for every morphism 4: A -+ A’ in HT* there exists 
exactly one morphism G such that 4 E G. G is identical with the morphism 
induced by 4. 
(2) Let F: V + g’ and G: P’ -+ @“, and let A, A’, A” be any objects 
in %‘, P’ and g”, respectively. Let $: A + A’ and 4’: A’ --) A” be the unique 
morphisms in F and G, respectively. Then by G 0 F we denote the unique 
morphism from V to %7” such that 4’ o d E G o F. G o F is independent of 
the choice of A, A’, A”. Moreover H o (G o F) = (H o G) o F. 
(3) Let lw be the morphism from $!Y to g such that for some object A 
in e, lA E 1,. Then Iw is the class of morphisms of g. For every morphism 
G: g + P”‘, I,, o G = G and G o I, = G. 
(4) A morphism F: @ + %” is called an equivalence, if there is a 
morphism G: V’ + V such that F o G = IQ,, G o F = I,. G is uniquely deter- 
mined and called the inverse of F. We write G = FP ‘. 
(5) A morphism F: g + g’ is an equivalence if and only if some 
(hence every) $ E F is an equivalence in HT*. 
The easy proofs of all these remarks are left to the reader. An 
algebraically more satisfactory definition of F: 97 -+ %” is given in (6, 
Definition 2.11. 
For two compact sets xc A ’ c /i we shall now define a morphism 
F: Z(n(a)(;i), K(li)) + Z(n(a)(A’), K(A’)). 
To wit, let (N, , N,) be a quasi-index pair for K(4’) in N, as in (2) of 
Theorem 4.1. Then there exists an inclusion induced morphism (in T*) 
f: N,(~)IN,(~) -+ N,IN, and let 4 = If]. Let F be the morphism from 
I(rc(o)(& K(z)) to Z(~~(GL)@‘), K(A’)) induced by 4. Using the diagram in 
(2) of Theorem 4.1 we see immediately that F is independent of the choice of 
(N, 3 N* >. 
In particular, let A= (A}. Then NA (see Remark (2) after Definition 4.1) is 
an isolating neighborhood of a2(,%) (relative to ai( and a,(n) is strongly 
N,-admissible. Moeover, (N,,A, N,,,) is a quasi-index pair in N, (relative to 
G4.Let k:Nd’L --f N,((A})/N,({A}) be the canonical homeomorphism, 
and f be as above. Then the morphism F: Z(a,(I), a,(L))-tZ(n(a)(A’), K(A’)) 
induced by [f o k] is independent of the choice off. 
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We shall see that for “small” and contractible 2, A’, the morphism just 
defined is an equivalence. 
We shall need the following theorem which is an extension of Theorem 3.2 
in (121. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let a: A + Y be ,?continuous, & E A. 
Then there is a neighborhood W of 1, in A, two isolating neighborhoods N, 
N’ of a2(&) (relative to a,(l)), and two index pairs (N, , N,) and (N;, N;) 
in N and N’, resp. (relative to a, (&,)) such that for every compact A c W 
there are two pairs of sets (N,,,, , NA,~), (N,?,, , N,:,,) so that the following 
properties are satisJied: 
(1) N’ c Int N, a, (1,) is strongly N-admisiible, and n(a)(/?) is strongly 
/i x N-admissible. 
(2) 2 x N and /i X N’ are isolating neighborhoods of K(x) (cf: 
Theorem 4.1) (relative to z(a)(z)). 
(3) (N,T,,~ N,-,J and OYT,~, Nk,,) are index pairs in 2 X N and 
2 x N’, respectively (relative to x(a)(A)). 
(4) NX,,C~XN;CN~,~C~XN~, i= 1,2. 
Proof: We omit the proof since it essentially uses the same ideas as the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 in ( 12 1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If a: A + .Y’ is CY-continuous, then for every A,, E A 
there is a neighborhood W of I,, in A such that for every compact and 
contractible in itself subset A* of W and every A E A-, the morphism 
F: Z(a,@), a,(A)) --) Z(n(a)(& K(/i)) is an equivalence. 
Proof Let W = W(&) be as in Theorem 4.2 and /1’c W be compact and 
contractible in itself. Let N, N’, Ni, N/, NA,~, Ni,i, i = 1, 2 be as in 
Theorem 4.2. It is obvious that {A,) x N and {&,} X N’ are isolating 
neighborhoods of K((&,}) (with respect to z(a)((&})), $a)((&)) is strongly 
(&} x N- and {&} x N’-admissible and ((A,} x N,, (A,} x N,) and ({lo} X 
Ni, (A,} x NG) are index pairs in (A,} X N and (A,,) X N’, respectively 
(relative to n(a){&}) (note: the underlying space is (A,,) x X). 
Consider the sequences 
-2 (A x NJ/@ x N,) 
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and 
W INS -f-h ((A,} x N;)/({&} x N;) (14, (x x N;)/(li x N;) 
2 (2 x NJ@ x N2). 
Here, a, is the canonical homeomorphism, and ai, i = 2,..., 5, are inclusion 
induced. It follows from Section 1 that a3 and a4 are homotopy equivalences 
(since 2 is contractible in itself), a, is a homotopy equivalence by 
Theorem 2.1, and a3 o a, 0 a, = a, 0 a., 0 a,. Hence a5 is a homotopy 
equivalence. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.1, the inclusion induced map 
Yi,,I%,, -$ Yi,&i,~ is a homotopy equivalence. Now Theorem 4.2(4) 
implies that for every 1 E 2, the inclusion induced maps N,-*,/N,-,, + 
(2 x NM2 x N,) and N,T,~(PI)IN,-,~(~~~) + (iA\ x Nl)l(Pl X NA are 
homotopy equivalences. Combining all this we see that the inclusion induced 
map N,-,,((A))/N,-,,((A}) + N,-,,/N,T,~ is a homotopy equivelence, and this 
obviously proves the corollary. 
Now let p be a topological space. p is called an arc if p is a homeomorphic 
image of the interval IO, 11, i.e., if there exists a homeomorphism 
r: [ 0, 1 ] + p. The points s(O) and r( 1) are called the endpoints of p ({T(O), 
t(l)} is obviously independent of the choice of r). Fix an ordered pair 
(b,, b,) of endpoints of p, and let a be the class of all homeomorphisms 
5 (0, l]+p such that ?(O)=b,, ?(l)=b*. 
Fix ?E K. Define the relation < on p by 
b< b’ if and only if t’-‘(b) < r’-‘(b’). 
This obviously is an order relation on p and < is independent of fE F. 
Let [b,b’]= (aEpjb<a<b’). 
Now suppose in addition that a: A + .Y is Y-continuous and p c A. 
Then, by Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.1, there is a finite, open covering Z?’ 
of p (in A) satisfying the following properties for every WE %‘“; and every 
compact subset 1 c W which is contractible in itself: 
(a) The set K(l) = U,,,,? (A} x a,(A) is an isolated (in 2 XX) 
n(a)(&invariant set, and there is an isolating neighborhood N,- of K(x) (in 
)i’ x X) such that n(a)(A) is strongly N,--admissible. 
(b) For every A E /i the inclusion induced morphism 
F(a; A, 4: I(al(A>, a,(A)> --t I(7$a)(4, K(4) 
is an equivalence. 
Let P = (A,, A, ,..., A,) be a partition of p, subordinate to 5%: In other 
words, Ai E p, b, = A, < 1, < ..a < A,, = b, , and for every i = 0 ,..., n, there is 
a WE W‘ such that [Ai, Ai+ 1] c W. 
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Let F(a,p, (6,,b,),P)=f,-, 0 ... of, ofO, where 
f;.=F-‘(a?Aj+Ir [~i>~i+~]>°F(a~Ai~ [Li9Ai+l]>T 
i = O,..., n - 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. F(a,p, (b,,b,),P) is independent of the choice of P. 
Proof: Let P = (& ,,.., A,) be a partition and w be a covering as above 
such that P is subordinate to ‘7K Suppose j E (O,..., n - 1) and let 2 * be such 
that Aj < A* < Aj+r. Let P* = (& ,..., Aj, A*, Aj+r ,..., A,). Then P* is subor- 
dinate to V, hence, 
F(a,p,(bl,b2),P*)=fn0...0~+,0hOgOfj-,0...0fo, 
where f;., i = 0 ,..., n - 1 is as above (with respect to P), and 
h=F-‘(a,lj+I> [A*>Aj++l])-loF(a,A*, [L*,Aj+l]>y 
g=F-‘(a,I.*, [~j,n*l) 0 F(a,Aj, [Lj,A*j). 
Now, using Corollary 4.1 we easily prove that 
and hence h 0 g =fj, which implies 
F(a, p, (b, , b,), P) = F(a, P, (61 y b& P*). 
This proves the proposition (by induction). 
Hence we may define a morphism (in HT”) 
where P = (Lo,..., A,) is any partition of p such that A,, = 6, and A,, = b,, 
subordinate to some covering V satisfying the conditions stated above. 
F(a,p, (b,, b2)) is called the continuation of I(a,(b,), a,(b,)) along the 
oriented arc @, (6,) b2)) in a. If A is an arc, then a is called a path in .V. If 
a is a path in ,Y’ and p = ,4, then we call F(a, p, (b, , 6,)) the continuation of 
I(a,(b,), a,(b,)) along the oriented path (a, (b,, 6,)). We then write 
F(a, b,, 6,) := F(a, P, (b,, b,)). T wo P-continuous paths a: (0, 1 ] + .4” and 
Cr: [O, 1 ] + .Y such that a(0) = $0) and a( 1) = E(l), are called 5‘ - 
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homotopic, if there is an .Fcontinuous mapping H: [ 0, 1 ] x [O, 1 ] + ,Y such 
that for all II E 10, 11, s E (0, 11, H(1,O) = a(n), H(k, 1) = E(1), 
H(0, s) = a(O), H( 1, s) = a(l). H is called an <Y-homotopy from a to Cr. 
We are ready to prove an extension of the theorem of Kurland and 
Montgomery: 
THEOREM 4.3 (cf. Theorem 2.18 in 16 ] and Theorem 4 in [ 17 1). Let 
a: (0, 1) +,li and E: [0, I] +. 7 be two .Y -homotopic paths in ,9. Then 
F(a, 0, 1) = F(I% 0, 1). 
Proof: Let P = (A0 ,..., A,) and P* = (s, ,..., s,) be two partitions of 10, 1 ], 
s0 = 1” = 0,1, = s, = 1. If 0 < i < n - 1 and 0 <j ,< m - 1 are integers, let 
Q,,, = IAi, Ai+i] x [sj, sj+,]. Also for i= 0 ,..., n and j= 0 ,..., m, set qj = 
(nilSj)E [0, 1] X 10, 11. Letp=H([O, 1] X (O}),p=H([O, l] X (1)). By our 
hypothesis and Proposition 4.2 below, 
and 
F(a, 0, 1) = F(H, P, (si, qo,)), 
66 0, 1) = F(H, p; (so”, q:)). 
Hence, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient (by a simple diagram chase) 
to prove that for every i = 0 ,..., n - 1, j = 0 ,..., m - 1, Aij = Bii, where 
We can choose P and P* in such a way that whenever W c Q, is 
compact and contractible in itself, and (1, s) E W, the inclusion induced 
morphism 
F(H, (A s), w>: I(H,(A, s), H,(A ~1) + MH)(W), fW)(W)) 
is an equivalence. It follows that 
505/47/l 1 
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Doing the same for B, we conclude immediately that A,j = Bij. The 
theorem is proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let a: A -+ 9 be .Y-continuous and let p c A be an 
oriented arc in A with initial point 6, and end point b,. If r: 10, I]-+ p is a 
homeomorphism such that r(O) = b, and t( 1) = b,, then F(a, p, (6,) b,)) = 
Fta OP, (b,, b,)). 
Proof: This is an easy exercise using the obvious fact that the map 
4: [0, I] x X + p x X, #(,I, x) = (t(A), x), maps isolated invariant sets, 
isolated neighborhoods and index pairs relative to $a o r) onto isolated 
invariant sets, isolated neighborhoods and index pairs relative to n(a)@). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let a: A +. 9, a’: A + <Y and a”:A+.> be .Y- 
continuous, such that for every II E A, a,(l) =af(n) = a;(k), and 
(a;‘(n), a;(n)) is a repeller-attractor pair in a?(A). Let p be an oriented arc in 
A, and b,, b, be its initial point and end point, respectively. Let (N,(i), N,(i), 
N3(i)) be a nested index triple fir (at(b,), aS(bi)), relative to a,(bi) (with 
respect to a,(b,)), i = 0, 1. Then there exists a homotopy commutative ladder 
N,WIN,tO) -+ N,W/‘N,tO) + N,WN,W -+ W,tO)IN,tO)) + 
I 
h, I 
I 
h, 
I 
hj 
I 
.Ylh,) 
N,t1)/N,(1)~N,(1)IN,(l)~N,(l)IN,(~)-, W,(l)IN,(l))* 
There the horizontal sequences are just the long coexact sequences from 
Theorem 3.2, h, E F(a’, p, (b,, b,)), h, E F(a, p, (b,, b,)) and hi is obtained 
in the following way: Let U(i), i = 0, 1 be open in X such that ai c U(i) c 
N,(i). Then there exists a unique 
4: (N,(O)\U(O))/tN,tO)\U(O))~ (N,tl)\U(l))/(N,(l)\U(l)) 
such that h, E F(a”, p, (b,, b,)). Let for i = 0, 1, 
Pi: (Ni(i)\U(i))/(N,(i)\U(i)) -+ NlWlN2G) 
be the homotopy class (in HT*) of the inclusion induced homeomorphism. 
Define h; = /3, o h, o ,8;‘. Furthermore, if a,(k) = at(n) U a;(A) for every 
A E p, and if p(i): N,(i)/N,(i) -+ N,(i)/N,(i), i = 0, 1 is the splitting class for 
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(N,(i), N,(i), N3(i)) (cf. Section 3), then there is a homotopy commutative 
diagram 
N, We* J-2 N,(O)/N,(O) 
I 4 I “2 
~,(1)/~*(1)~~1(1)/~,(1) 
Prooj Locally, Theorem 4.4 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.1(3), Theorem 3.2, as well as the naturality of the splitting class 
(see Section 3). Globally the theorem is proved by using appropriate 
partitions of p and applying the theorem locally. Obvious details are omitted. 
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